
YEAR 9 PHOTOGRAPHY & DIGITAL IMAGING

Video Project

Due Date: Monday 9:00am 27th June 2022  Week 10 Term 2
PLEASE NOTE CHANGE TO ASSESSMENT GRID

Assessment Name: Practical Task 2

Grade: Weighting: 30%

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED:
5.4 - investigates the world as a source of ideas, concepts and subject matter for photographic and digital works
5.7 - applies their understanding of aspects of practice to critically and historically interpret photographic and digital
works
5.8 - uses their understanding of the function of and relationships between the artist-artwork-world-audience in
critical and historical interpretations of photographic and digital works
DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:
Apply: to put into action
Investigate: Plan, inquire into and draw conclusions about
Use: grow or cause to grow and become more mature, advanced, or elaborate.

TASK DESCRIPTION:
In a group, you are to plan and produce a minimum 1 minute music or promotional video based on an idea
developed by your group.

There are three parts to this task. You are required to:

Part A
- Investigate video influencers, inspiration, ideas, processes and evaluations related to your idea for the

production of a group 1 minute (minimum) video in your workbook. Please note, even though this task is a

group project, you are to submit your own workbook.

Part B

- From your research, apply your understanding of video as a medium to create a storyboard with your group

that illustrates an idea for a 1 minute (minimum) music or promotional video.. The storyboard should clearly

communicate the vision for the group video. It should include visuals, be clearly labelled and note the audio

and visual elements for each scene.

Part C

- Use your storyboard to develop a 1 minute (minimum) video using video techniques. You must consider a
variety of shot types, camera movement as well as production and editing techniques.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:
You will be assessed on your ability to:

- Investigate, document ideas, processes and evaluations in your workbook related to the production of your

music video.

- Take part in group discussions and brainstorming sessions

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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- Develop a storyboard that clearly apply the vision for the group video
- Work in a team
- Communicate with your peers
- Fulfil all required duties in your team
- Use your storyboard to produce a 1 minute video for change based on a social issue

MARKING GUIDELINES: PART A - WORKBOOK
Guideline Mark/Grade

● Comprehensive investigation and documentation of research and ideas 5

● Detailed investigation and documentation of research and ideas 4

● Good investigation and documentation of research and ideas 3

● Basic investigation and documentation of research and ideas 2

● Limited investigation, poorly researched or poorly prepared attempt 0-1

MARKING GUIDELINES: PART B - STORYBOARD
Guideline Mark/Grade

● An outstanding storyboard has been developed, applying a comprehensive

understanding of video medium. Storyboard is clearly labelled and comprehensively

communicates the idea for the group video

5

● An excellent storyboard has been developed, applying a thorough understanding of

video medium. Storyboard is clearly labelled and thoroughly communicates the idea

for the group video

4

● A sound storyboard has been developed, applying a sound understanding of video

medium. Storyboard is labelled and communicates the idea for the group video

3

● A basic storyboard has been developed, applying a basic understanding of video

medium. Storyboard is brief, with some to minimal labels and communicates minimal

ideas for the group video

2

● A limited or no storyboard has been developed. Little to no labelling, a limited

application of video medium.

0-1

MARKING GUIDELINES: PART C - VIDEO
Guideline Mark/Grade

● A video is generated using outstanding video and editing techniques 9-10

● A video is generated using excellent video and editing techniques 7-8

● A video is generated using sound video and editing techniques 3-6

● A video is generated using basic video and editing techniques 2

● A video is generated using limited video and editing techniques 0-1

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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